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Wang et al.: Electro-acupuncture in the Treatment of Neuropathic Pain
To explore the analgesic effect of electro-acupuncture on neuropathic pain model rats and to clarify the
mechanism of electro-acupuncture analgesia from the perspective of vesicular glutamate transporter 2/
toll like receptor 4 signal pathway. A total of 30 specific pathogen free grade adult male Sprague-Dawley
rats were selected. The rats were randomly divided into model group (chronic constriction injury), sham
operation group, electro-acupuncture group, non-electro-acupuncture group (sham electro-acupuncture),
Chicago sky blue 6B group and lipopolysaccharide group, with 5 rats in each group. The neuropathic pain
model of chronic constriction injury of sciatic nerve was established. The “Huantiao” and “Yanglingquan”
points were selected for electroacupuncture stimulation for 14 d. The mechanical foot contraction threshold,
thermal pain, vesicular glutamate transporter 2/toll like receptor 4 signal pathway protein levels and
inflammatory factor level of rats in each group were compared and analyzed. Compared with the sham
operation group, the mechanical pain and thermal pain thresholds of the model group decreased significantly
(p<0.01), the unilateral levels of vesicular glutamate transporter 2 and toll like receptor 4 and the release of
interalukin-6 in the spinal cord increased significantly (p<0.01), while interalukin-10 decreased significantly
(p<0.01); compared with the model group, electroacupuncture and intrathecal injection of Chicago sky
blue 6B could significantly increase the pain threshold of neuropathic pain rats (p<0.01), reduce the release
of interalukin-6 and the level of vesicular glutamate transporter 2 protein in the spinal cord and increase
the level of interlukin-10; intrathecal injection of lipopolysaccharide decreased the pain threshold in rats
(p<0.01). Electro-acupuncture can alleviate the pain sensitivity of neuropathic pain rats and its occurrence
and development is closely related to the activation of vesicular glutamate transporter 2/toll like receptor 4
signal pathway in the spinal dorsal horn.
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Neuropathic pain, as a chronic disease that puzzles
patients all over the world, is mainly caused by
peripheral and central nervous system diseases.
Numerous studies have shown that patients with
neuropathic pain are accompanied by a variety of
complications, the most common of which are anxiety,
depression and sleep disorders. These diseases have a
complex two-way relationship, which has a significant
impact on patient’s daily activities and health status[1,2].
It is reported that the quality of life of patients with
neuropathic pain is significantly lower than that of
the general population and those without neuropathic
pain[3], which increases the burden and health care
costs[4]and causes social problems[5,6]. At present, there

is no effective method to treat neuropathic pain in
clinic. Electro-Acupuncture (EA) in the treatment of
neuropathic pain has the characteristics of less adverse
reactions and significant efficacy, but its mechanism
needs to be further clarified. Glutamate is one of the
most important neurotransmitters that mediate pain
transmission and pain information regulation. Vesicular
Glutamate Transporter 2 (VGLUT2) is located in spinal
cord neurons and plays an important role in mediating
the release of glutamate[7]. Toll Like Receptor 4
(TLR4) is a key receptor in inflammatory and immune
responses and is specifically expressed in microglia,
indicating that it may be involved in the occurrence
and maintenance of neuropathic pain[8]. Therefore, the
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purpose of this study is to explore the analgesic effect
of EA on neuropathic pain model rats and to clarify the
mechanism of EA analgesia from the perspective of
VGLUT2/TLR4 signal pathway, so as to provide some
basic research evidence for clinical EA treatment of
neuropathic pain.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental animal:
In this study, 30 adult male Sprague-Dawley (SD)
rats of Specific Pathogen Free (SPF) grade, weighing
about 180~220 g, were provided by Shanghai Zhanhui
Biotechnology Co., Ltd. after 1 w of adaptive feeding
in separate cages in the experimental animal center of
our hospital, the rats were weighed and numbered. All
experiments were conducted in accordance with the
provisions of the international guidelines for animal
protection and use.
Main reagents and instruments:
Reagent: Chloral hydrate, paraformaldehyde (National
Pharmaceutical reagent); penicillin (Hangzhou Jinuo);
VGLUT2 antibody, TLR4 antibody, VGLUT inhibitor
Chicago Sky Blue 6B (CSB6B) and TLR4 activator
Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) (Abcam); TRIzol™ reagent
(Invitrogen); Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
reverse transcription kit, fluorescent quantitative PCR
kit (Takara).
Instrument: Fluorescence quantitative PCR instrument
96 lightcycler (Roche); ultra-low temperature
refrigerator (Sanyo); frozen microtome, laser confocal
microscope (Leica); high speed cryogenic centrifuge
(Eppendorf). Use 4-0 chrome catgut (Shanghai
PudongJinhuan medical supplies Co., Ltd.). Huatuo
brand disposable acupuncture needle (0.28 mm×15
mm), EA therapeutic apparatus (Suzhou Medical
Supplies Factory Co., Ltd.).
Preparation and grouping of rat model of
neuropathic pain:
The rats were randomly divided into model group
(Chronic Restriction Injury (CCI)), sham operation
group, EA, non-EA group (sham EA), CSB6B group
and LPS group, with 5 rats in each group. In the model
group, the neuropathic pain model of CCI of sciatic
nerve was established; in sham operation group, only
skin was cut without ligation of sciatic nerve; in the
EA group, after 7 d of successful modeling (P7), EA
was performed at Huantiao and Yanglingquan points,
once a day, and continued to intervene until P14; the
rats in the non EA group were only needled at the above
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acupoints without switching on the EA therapeutic
apparatus; in CSB6B group, CSB6B (dissolved in 8
% Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO) and injected at 2 mg/
kg) was injected into the spinal cord sheath of P7, P10
and P14 respectively; in LPS group, LPS (dissolved in
8 % DMSO, 0.1 mg/kg) was injected into the spinal
cord sheath of P7, P10 and P14 once respectively. The
preparation process of CCI neuropathic pain model
of sciatic nerve is as follows, after intraperitoneal
injection of 10 % chloral hydrate anesthesia (4 ml/kg),
the skin of the right hind limb was cut, the muscle was
passively separated and the sciatic nerve was exposed.
The middle segment of the sciatic nerve was loosened
and bound with 4-0 chromium catgut for four times,
resulting in a chronic CCI neuropathic pain rat model,
after operation, a proper amount of penicillin powder
was sprinkled on the wound to prevent infection. After
the model was established, the behavioral changes of
mechanical pain and thermal pain were observed on the
7th (P7) and 14th (P14) d after operation.
Western blot analysis:
After 21 d, the left spinal cord (L4~L6) of rats was
taken and frozen at -80°. The spinal cord was lysed
with Radio Immunoprecipitation Assay (RIPA)
lysate. The protein concentration was determined
by Bicinchoninic Acid (BCA) assay method. Each
sample was quantified as 30 μg. Then add Sodium
Dodecyl Sulfate-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGE) protein loading buffer, mix well, boil
the protein for 5 min and denature the protein. The
denatured protein samples were separated by 10 %
SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis under the conditions
of 40 v~100 v and the constant flow membrane was
carried out on the Polyvinylidene Difluoride (PVDF)
membrane. After the membrane transfer, 5 % skimmed
milk was sealed at room temperature for 1 h and the
first antibody was incubated overnight at 4°. On the 2
d, Tris Buffered Saline with Tween (TBST) was washed
for 3 times, each time for 10 min. The second antibody
was incubated for 2 h at room temperature. TBST was
washed for 3 times, each time for 5 min. Enhanced
Chemiluminescence (ECL) chromogenic solution was
configured at 1:50, exposed, observed the results and
statistically analyzed the gray value.
Observation indicators:
Mechanical foot retraction behavior test put the rats
into the von Frey filament pain meter, adapt to the
environment for 15 min and start the measurement after
the rat’s behavior state is completely stable. Use fibers
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with different bending forces to stimulate the skin in the
middle of the rat’s paw and gradually exert force until
the rats have reflexive foot contraction, shaking feet,
jumping and other positive behaviors and then stop
stimulating. The time interval between two consecutive
stimuli shall not be <1 min and each stimulus shall last
for about 5 s, instantly record the data displayed on the
computer. Measure 3 times continuously and take the
average value.
Thermal pain behavior test in a quiet environment,
room temperature 20°±2°, put the rats into the glass
lattice above the pain meter and move freely. After
the rats were allowed to stand for 20 min, the Paw
Withdraw Latency (PWL) of the rats was measured by
irradiating the paw of the rats with the strong light of
the 336 radiation calorimeter. The interval between each
measurement shall not be <1 min. After the PWL of rats
is basically stable, the average value of the last three
measurement results shall be taken as the baseline. The
heat source intensity was kept at a constant level during
the measurement and the basic pain threshold was
controlled at about 8~12 s to prevent thermal radiation
scale in rats, the cut-off time of PWL was set as 20 s.
Detection of signal pathway related protein expression
levels of VGLUT2 and TLR4 in each group were
detected by Western blot.
Detection of inflammatory factor level, after the end
of all experiments (P14), fresh spinal cord (L4-L5
segment) dorsal horn was quickly taken and placed in
liquid nitrogen, and finally stored at -80° for testing.
The expression of mature protein Interleukin (IL)-6 and
IL-10 in spinal cord was detected by Enzyme-Linked
Immunoassay (ELISA).
Statistical analysis:
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) 22.0
was used for analysis and all measurement data were
expressed in x±s. Independent sample t-test was used
for intra group data. In inter group data comparison,
single factor multiple analyses of variance was used for
protein test results and two factors multiple analyses of
variance was used for behavioral test results. p<0.05
was considered as significant difference.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Compared with the sham operation group, the
mechanical pain of model group (CCI) rats decreased
significantly from the 7th and 14th d after modeling
(p<0.01), compared with the model group, multiple
EA can significantly improve the mechanical pain of
Special Issue 4, 2022

CCI rats (p<0.05) and non EA does not change the pain
behavior changes as shown in fig. 1A.
In the model group, multiple intrathecal injections of
CSB6B significantly increased mechanical pain in rats
(p<0.05), while multiple intrathecal injections of LPS
further reduced mechanical pain in rats (p<0.05, fig.
1B).
Compared with the sham operation group, the thermal
pain threshold of model group (CCI) rats decreased
significantly from the 7th and 14th d after modeling
(p<0.05), compared with the model group, multiple EA
could significantly increase the thermal pain threshold
of CCI rats (p<0.05) and non EA did not change the
pain behavior changes as shown in fig. 2A.
Compared with the model group, multiple intrathecal
injections of CSB6B significantly increased the
thermal pain threshold of rats (p<0.05), while multiple
intrathecal injections of LPS further reduced the thermal
pain threshold of rats (p<0.05, fig. 2B).
On the 14th d after modeling, compared with the sham
operation group, VGLUT2 and TLR4 proteins in
the spinal dorsal horn of the model group increased
significantly (p<0.05), compared with the model group,
multiple EA could significantly reduce the VGLUT2 and
TLR4 protein levels in the spinal dorsal horn (p<0.05)
and intrathecal injection of CSB6B could significantly
inhibit the VGLUT2 and TLR4 protein levels in the
spinal dorsal horn (p<0.05). On the contrary, intrathecal
injection of LPS further increased VGLUT2 and TLR4
protein levels in the spinal dorsal horn (p<0.05) as
shown in fig. 3.
On the 14th d after modeling, the results of spinal
cord ELISA showed that compared with the sham
operation group, the expression of mature protein
IL-6 in the spinal dorsal horn of the model group was
significantly increased and IL-10 was significantly
decreased (p<0.01); compared with the model group,
multiple EA could significantly reduce the expression
of IL-6 and increase the expression of IL-10 in the
spinal dorsal horn (p<0.01); intrathecal injection of
CSB6B significantly inhibited the expression of spinal
mature protein IL-6 and increased the expression of IL10 (p<0.01); in contrast, intrathecal injection of LPS
activator (Muramyl Dipeptide (MDP)) further increased
the expression of IL-16 and decreased the expression of
IL-10 in the spinal cord (p<0.01) as shown in fig. 4.
Nociceptive stimulation of peripheral nerves is
transmitted to the spinal cord and uploaded to the
higher brain center after the integration of the spinal
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dorsal horn, resulting in the generation of pain
behavior[9]. Pain research has always been a hot issue
in the international academic community, in which the
survival burden caused by chronic pain on patients has
attracted extensive attention of researchers[10]. As one
of the chronic pain types, neuropathic pain has been
suffering from serious adverse reactions. Therefore,
it is urgent to find more effective treatment. In China,
EA is an organic combination of acupuncture points
and modern science and technology. It is a traditional
means to treat nervous system diseases. The previous
work of our research group found that EA can alleviate
the mechanical pain sensitivity of Spared Nerve Injury
(SNI) rats by interfering with the activation of dorsal
root ganglion and spinal cord microglia, blocking the
release of cytokines and the expression of some related
pain signal pathway molecules[11,12]. Based on the fact
that VGLUT2/TLR4 signal pathway participates in
the occurrence and development of neuropathic pain,
it suggests that the mechanism of EA analgesia may
play a role by interfering with VGLUT2/TLR4 signal
pathway, but the specific mechanism of EA analgesia
needs to be further explored.
VGLUTs are a family of glutamate transporters that
control the release of glutamate from presynaptic
neurons in the spinal dorsal horn. VGLUT1-3 is the
most common marker of excitatory glutamatergic
neurons, which is involved in the development of acute
and chronic pain, while the absence of VGLUT1 has
no effect on neuropathic pain[13]. The role of VGLUT3
in regulating neuropathic pain is still controversial[14].
Studies have shown that the pain threshold of VGLUT3
knockout mice is not significantly different from that
of normal mice[15]. Previous studies have shown that
VGLUT2 plays a key role in the transmission and

expression of somatic pain information[16]. VGLUT2 is
selectively expressed in glutamatergic neurons in the
spinal cord. It is located at the axonal end and mediates
the storage, release and reuptake of glutamate into
the synaptic vesicles of pain neurons[17]. Therefore,
VGLUT2 plays an ultimate role in maintaining
extracellular glutamate concentration, glutamate
receptor activation, neuronal plasticity and central
sensitization. In the neuropathic pain induced by
spinal nerve ligation, the expression level of VGLUT2
increased and the release of glutamate increased,
leading to mechanical pain[18]. Meanwhile, VGLUT2
deficient mice show decreased mechanical pain after
peripheral nerve injury or inflammation[19].
In this study, the L5 spinal nerve ligation method was
used to prepare the rat model of neuropathic pain. The
principle is that the nerve injury induced by spinal nerve
ligation up regulates the expression level of VGLUT2,
which increases the discharge activity of glutamatergic
neurons and leads to mechanical pain. However, the
effect on thermal pain perception in rats is relatively
small, the possible reason is that the mechanical and
thermal hypersensitivity induced by peripheral nerve
injury mainly depends on different VGLUT2 primary
afferent pathways[20]. Although more and more studies
have proved the importance of glutamate transporter
represented by VGLUT2 in the process of pain
information transmission, whether the dysfunction of
VGLUT2 related signal pathway is its mechanism in
the occurrence and development of neuropathic pain
remains to be further determined.
TLR4 is a member of the TLR family and is mainly
expressed by microglia. It plays an important role in
pathogen recognition and innate immune activation. It is
a key regulator for activating the innate immune system.

Fig. 1: Changes of mechanical foot retraction threshold in rats with neuropathic pain, (A) ( ): Sham; ( ): CCI; (
(
): EA and (B) (
): Control; (
): CSB6B and (
): LPS
Note: *p<0.05, **p<0.01 vs. Sham group and control group and, #p<0.05 vs. CCI group and control group
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Fig. 2: Behavioral changes of thermal pain in rats with neuropathic pain, (A) (
): Sham; (
): CCI; (
EA and (B) (
): Control; (
): CSB6B and (
): LPS
Note: *p<0.05 vs. Sham group and control group and, #p<0.05 vs. CCI group and control group

): Sham-EA; (

):

Neuropathic pain levels

Neuropathic pain levels

Fig. 3: Effect of neuropathic pain on VGLUT2 and TLR4 protein levels in spinal cord of rats, (
(
): CSB6B and (
): LPS
Note: *p<0.05 vs. Sham group and #p<0.05 vs. CCI group

): Sham; (

): CCI; (

): EA;

Neuropathic pain levels

Neuropathic pain levels

Fig. 4: Detection of inflammatory factors in spinal cord of rats with neuropathic pain, (
CSB6B and (
): LPS
Note: *p<0.05 vs. Sham group and #p<0.05 vs. CCI group
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The activation of TLR4 releases many neurotransmitters
and regulators that can enhance neuronal excitability[21].
A large amount of evidence shows that TLR4 and its
signal pathway play a key role in regulating inflammatory
response and adaptive immune response, and are
clearly involved in the aggravation and persistence of
neuropathic pain[22]. Studies have shown that 39 TLR4
inhibitors can effectively treat neuropathic pain through
molecular docking virtual screening[23]. Previous
studies have confirmed that massage and acupuncture in
traditional Chinese medicine can inhibit TLR4 pathway
by activating the body’s immune function, resulting in
the reduction of cytokine release, thus leading to the
inhibition of hyperalgesia[24]. Therefore, in-depth study
of the effect of EA on TLR4 expression may be of
great significance to further clarify the activation of the
immune system.

horn. The anti-inflammatory and analgesic mechanism
of EA may be related to the inhibition of the activation
of VGLUT2/TLR4 pathway in the spinal cord. In the
future, VGLUT2, TLR4 and other gene knockout
mice can be used to carry out in-depth experiments to
further clarify the regulatory mechanism of EA antiinflammatory and analgesic.

Studies have shown that in the occurrence and
development of neuropathic pain, activation of spinal
glial cells can release pro-inflammatory factors (IL-1
beta (β), IL-6, etc.) to maintain central sensitization
and neuroinflammatory response in the spinal cord.
In the spinal cord of neuropathic pain rats, activated
VGLUT2 and TLR4 were mainly expressed in the
superficial astrocytes of the spinal dorsal horn[25]. When
stimulated by external stimuli, activated VGLUT2 can
cause microglia activation, promote the expression of a
variety of inflammatory factors and inhibit this pathway
can effectively prevent glial cells from changing to
M1 state[26]. In addition, TLR4 can also induce Janus
Kinase 2 (JAK2)/Signal Transducer and Activator
of Transcription 3 (STAT3) signal transduction in
microglia during neuropathic pain[27]. Activated
microglia can release inflammatory mediators such as
Tumor Necrosis Factor alpha (TNF-α), IL-6 and IL-10,
reduce cytokines such as IL-10 that protect neurons,
maintain central sensitization and neuroinflammation,
and show mechanical and thermal pain anaphylaxis.
In this experiment, EA or VGLUT2 inhibitor can
reduce the expression level of IL-6 and increase the
expression level of IL-10 in spinal cord, and increase
the pain threshold of neuropathic pain rats, so as to
play an anti-inflammatory and analgesic role. However,
intrathecal injection of classical TLR4 activator (LPS)
can significantly activate VGLUT2/TLR4 signaling
pathway, promote the release of spinal cord and IL-6,
inhibit the expression of IL-10 and further induce pain
sensitivity.

2.

In conclusion, the occurrence and development of
neuropathic pain are closely related to the activation
of VGLUT2/TLR4 signal pathway in the spinal dorsal
36
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